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§ 1. The Aim
The aim of the present article is to demonstrate that the nomina. tive of the masculine and feminine hysterodynamic nouns in PIE
had full grade of the root and had the accent on the root. 2) I am not
the first to suggest this. Recently Schindler, Die Sprache 13 (1967)
201 has-en passant-defended
it. The justification of this discussion is that I shall both consider the problem as a whole with
all relevant material, and shall discuss it in some detail.
§ 2. The Problem
Accent shift in some nouns has been first defended by Meillet,
MSL 8.172ff. In itself it is a simple and probable solution for such
cases as nD.euvr; : Skt. parasu-.
The problem, however, arises with the theory of the hystero- and
proterodynamic inflection. This theory, first proposed by Pedersen,
1) The article is dedicated to my friend J. P. Smit, who died in a motoring
accident. When I had made a first draft of the present article, I saw that he
suggested the central idea defended here in a note to a scription.
2) I use the following abbreviations: AiGr: Wackernagel-Debrunner,
Altindische Grammatik; Bally: Ch. B., Manuel d'accentuation grecque, Bern
1945; Chandler: H. W. Ch., A Practical Introduction to Greek Accentuation,
Oxford 18812; Dev.: R. S. P. Beekes, The Development of the PIE Laryngeals
in Greek, The Hague 1969; Form.: P. Chantraine, La formation des noms en
grec ancien; Notes: F. B. J. Kuiper, Notes on Vedic Noun-inflexion, MKNAW
5.4, 1942; Sehwyzer: E. S., Griechische Grammatik, 1; Stang: Chr. S. S.,
Vergleichende Grammatik der Baltischen Sprachen, 1966.
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La cinquierne declinaison latine, pp. 23-6, has been established by
Kuiper in his Notes on Vedic Noun-inflexion, who demonstrated
that the theory explains many problems in Vedic, Greek and Hittite.
The essential thing is that there were two inflection types, to be
characterized as follows:
hyst. nom.
ace.
gen.

-or fer
-er-Tft

-r-os

prot. men-ti-s
men-ti-m
m'fJ-tei-s

One might doubt many aspects of the concept: how did it function
for the neuters, were there no other types: the theory should not be
an obstacle to further research. But nobody can deny the existence
of the two types, and certainly not that of the first, which only concerns us here; it is found in narlje nadea nare6c;, which is evidently
an archaic paradigm in Greek, to give one piece of evidence.
Now it was supposed that the first type always had the accent on
the last element. For the nominative there were many types with
this accentuation in Greek and Sanscrit, and the lengthened grade
of the suffix seemed to ask for accent, while the opposition to the
protcrodynamic type may have been a factor: the accent had to be
different, i. e. not on the root. On the basis of this accent it was
supposed that the root could not have full grade in the nominative.
Kuiper therefore supposed original reduced grade. Partly this
was possible because in Sanskrit reduced and full grade are indistinguishable, both giving a. In Greek, however, the difference is mostly
evident. So he posits for (Av.) nasiium *n.Tc- (p. 47), but *nek- for
vbwc; (p. 37). In fact it appears that many hysterodynamic words
have full grade andfor root accent. For owrwe, against oorlje, Kuiper
considers (Notes 11)the possibility that the nominative originally did
have no accent. This is not probable to my mind, because then
the-secondary-accent
would certainly have been in accordance
with the other cases, that is, it would have been on the suffix (as in
the accusative) or on the last syllable, which coincide in the nominative.
§ 3. Full grade of the root with lengthened grade suffix
To show that this full grade originally belonged to the nominative,
I shall demonstrate that it is often found together with the
lengthened grade form of the suffix (which can only derive from the
nominative), while on the contrary zero grade of the root is mostly
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found together with zero grade of the suffix. This opposition is, I
think, reflected by EASV{}sgor; : EgV{}gor;, *'li1leudh-er- : *'li1rudh-r- (note
the accent).
(In the following paradigms the accent will be put where I suppose
it stood, though the argumentation follows later.)
·Whenwe assume that in (Uel-rrjr; -irjr; is secondary for -irj(! as often
(Form. 321) and as is indicated by aAmJeOr; aAti~etor;, we can reconstruct:
*'li2lei( - )t-er
*'li2li (-)t- r-os

(aAel-rrjr;)
(aAti(!Or;)

It is generally assumed that AetflWv and A{flV-rj originally belonged to
one paradigm:
*lei-m-on
*li -m- n-os

(AUflWV)
(A{flV-rj )

In both the foregoing cases there is evidence that a secondary nominative in -rjg, -rjV (Atflliv) was built on the forms with zero grade of
the root. This means that oWiwg oonig derive from:
*de'li3-tor
*d'li3 -tr -os

OWiWe
(OOi~g)

Parallel are {JWiwg {JOi~g, and (nav)oaflaiwg,
against OflrjiiJe (*dem'li2-tor *d1'[i'li2-tr-os).
To the same situation point aAixiwg aAxi~g:
*'li2lek-tor
*'li2~k -tr -os

if for *OEflaiwg,

as

aAEXiW(!
(aAxi~g)

The word for 'hill' may have had the following shape:
*kol('Ii)-on
*kl('Ii) - n-os

(XoAWVor;)
(OE hyll < Gmc. *huln-i)

Here there are other forms, Lith. kalnas, Lat. collis, Goth. hallus,
which all probably derive from *kol(h)-n-.
One of the most perfect cases, of course, is:
*pont-e'li-s
*Wt - 'Ii-os

panthiil}
patMs3)

3) As Kuiper (IIJ 1 [1957] 86-95) has shown the inflection of Av. mazdais parallel to that of panthaly" continuing a hysterodynamic noun in *-dhene,
with a root *m1Js-. However, there are indirect traces for full grade, in the
verb mqzda beside mazda, and LAv. mqzdra beside Ved. medhira-, representing
*mens-dhnrro- : *m\fs-dhn1-ro-. As the -ro- adjeetives are almost certainly
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Here we may also cite:
*y,dd-y,08

(clowc;)

*y,id -us -os

vidu~as (lOVlO~)

On lOVlOt, which can hardly be derived from the feminine and must
come from the weak cases of the masculine, see Chantraine, Diet.
etym. s. v. fMv(~)oc;. 4)

When the Sanskrit absolutive, type (i- )tvd, originally belonged to
the same paradigm as the infinitive endings in (e-)tum (e-)tave,
(e-)to~ (AiGr. II 2 p. 653), then the type must have been hysterodynamic. This is strongly confirmed by the Old Prussian infinitives
in -twei, a dative form that is isolated in Baltic; Stang (Vgl. Gr. 215)
considers only typcs (-t)-ejo?}ai and therefore supposes a basic form
*-tuy,ei, which is not necessary (though it might be a Sievers form
after double consonant). Now the other endings have full grade of
the root, so Kuiper rightly reconstructs (Notes 35,53):
*ei-t-eu-s

(etum)

* i-t- y,-os

(itvd)

derived from the original paradigm of mazda-,
reconstruct:
*miJns-dhetirs
*m'0s -dhh1 -os

it seems we are allowed to

This would give the rather surprising result that we have the same type of
ablaut also in compounds.
4) Ruijgh (e.g. Lingua
19.421f., and in his review of Dev., Lingua 26)
holds dowr; secondary for *FLOFwr;after doivaL etc., on the basis of the Mycenaean personal name wi-dwo-i-jo, supposed to be ' Widwohijos'.
The interpretation of the Mycenaean form is tempting, but Ruijgh's conclusion is
certainly ,nang. It is improbable that an original *FLOFwr;
FLavia should have
been replaced by d,5wr; lovia through the influence of doivaL etc.: 1) the forms
with do- outside the participle are less frequent than those of the participle
(supposed to be originally Fu5-): in Horner I count 38 : 65 participle forms
(with elo-), Iliad 19 : 33, Odyssey 19 : 32. I do not believe in a present *1leid-mi
(Lingua 26), for which there is no evidence; the author moreover forgets that
the old perfect originally was probably a present itself. 2) it is improbable
that only the masculine (and neuter) forms should have been changed; there
is no reason why the feminine forms should have been less subject to this
influence. 3) it is improbable that an opposition masculine: feminine was
recently created. Two interpretations of the Mycenaean form are possible, to
my mind. We have *1feid1fos *1fidJ!.es- *1fid1lS. levelled down to *weidwos
widwos-. Otherwise Mycenaean had replaeed *1feid1fos by *widwos, in contradistinction to all other Greek dialects. In any case the Mycenaean form
would give an important confirmation of zero grade in the masculine, though
loviol (from *1fidus-) must be older.
3

Zeitscllr. f. vgl. Spracllf., Bd. 86, Heft 1
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(Note the accent.) There is no comment on the full grade in the
Notes. Kuiper supposed that the Greek nouns in -T'/Js derived from
the same paradigm, which would explain the long v, as in viuvs etc.
(Notes 47ff.). Now one of the few words that is not explainable as a
recent Greek formation is uAcrrvs, which shows full grade.
A few cases with laryngeal could as well have reduced grade, as
eli and lie mostly have the same reflex as eli and lie5), but as there is
little evidence for reduced grade, we may safely assume full grade.
*li2eus-os
*li2us - s-os

(~Ws, aurora)
u/}liJy,

For ~ws see Kiparsky (Lg 43 [1967] 619-35), who convincingly
demonstrated a development *ausos > *auhos > *ah1}os > *ha1}os.
*eli1t-m-on
* li1t-m-(e)n-os
See Notes 19f.

atma
tmanaly,

The word for 'sun' has:
*seli21}-ol
-el-'lfl
*sli2u - l-os

(~iAlas)
(surya-)

'BiAlas has e-grade of the suffix from the accusative, but the full
grade of the root probably derived from the nominative; the demonstration is therefore not strict. (Note Ernout-MeiIlet s.v. solon
~iAlas: 'Ie vocalisme a double forme pleine *sawel- est surprenant.')
Skt. sur- is due to metathesis, which is often found. In Lat. the root
form sli2u- was generalized, whence sli21}-ol > sol (the only form
from which the word may be explained, see Ernout-MeiIlet).
§ 4. Forms with ablaut
Some other forms may be given which present full grade beside
zero grade, but where it cannot be shown that the full grade form
specially belongs to the nominative.
'EvaTr;e, Skt. yatar- reconstruct into:
*ienli2-ter
*irfli2 -tr -as

(lvaTr;e)

(yatar-)

5) In Dev. 236 I supposed that in Sanskrit tie- before consonant developed
into i-. If this is right, Skt. asmCi can be neither ti2le- nor hzele- but only tizek-.
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Hardly less strong is the evidence of Eea'YJv,aea'YJv (aee'YJv; for the
forms see Lejeune, Traite de phonetique grecque, p. 106, Buck, Greek
Dialects, p. 69). There can be no doubt that they contain ers- and
rs-6), the first of which is confirmed by Avestan arsan-. Zero grade
of the suffix is found in Skt. r~a-bM- (and aeV8l6~); with full grade of
the root in ElearpuiJT'YJ~,though old *ers-rf-bho- is hardly to be expected (8- secondary? 7). Or should the etymology be given up? See
Solmsen, KZ 7.47 n 1 on Mac. }teeaj3aio~ }teelj3aio~ }teeu'Jaio;, 'Eeeloaio~). They will derive from:
*ers-en
* rs- n-os

Eea'YJV,A v. arsan(r~a-bM-, aea'YJv)

(Solmsen's suggestion *rsen, vocative *erson, KZ 7.49, is not probable.) On the accent see below.
*nek-eus( -ous ?)
* rfk- ?,l-OS

(Av. ace. nasiium, vbcv~)
(OIr. ec, Welsh angheu)

The Greek form can only have full grade.
*pelct-en
*pkt - n-os

(Lat. pecten)
(XT8{~)

Greek U"re{~ is secondary for *w(,YJv.
AUh)e, -ieo~ has the full grade generalized; zero grade of the suffix
is only retained in derivations: a'if}e'YJ,a'if}ew~ al{}eo~. Double zero
grade has Indo-Ir. *idhra- in Ossetic ird (Benveniste, Langue ossete
96). This gives
*n2eidh-er
*n2idh - r-os

(aWlje)

(Oss. ird)

§ 5. Some special cases
Three more difficult cases may be discussed here.
The words for 'sweat' form a great complex. Lat. sudor is by
Walde-Hofmann not considered as an original noun in -as, probably
because of the o-vocalism of the root. This is no obstacle, but it is
possible that sudor was derived from sudare, which is denominative
6) As I pointed out Dev. 91 the word cannot have had a laryngeal, since
'ti2 would have given uea- always and 'til would have given sea- < 'tilrs(on this development now Rix, MSS 27 [1970] 79-110).
7) 'EAWpOr; may derive from *'ti1llf-bho-,
and sJ"J,,6r;< *SAVOr; < *'till-n-, the
weak grade form of *'tilel-en (> *SAt}V, of which the secondary weak grade
SASV- is probably found in evsAOr;, standing for *SASVOr;).
3'
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from *s1}oido- (Skt. svMa-, OE swat). In any case the neuter *s1}eid-os
(el(joc;, l(joc;,Frisk s. v. l(jEw) cannot have given the ending -or. l(jewc;
is an s-stem, but we do not know how old it is ([(jewc; either *[(jwc;
contaminated with [(je-, or [(je- rebuilt into [(jewc;; Schwyzer's
*.fhsl(jae [po514] is unwarranted). As, then, sudor is doubtful
(*s1}oid-os, s1}oid-or or from sudare) and [(jewc;does not point to full
grade, they are not of importance here. Double zero grade has
Welsh chwys < *s1}id-s-o-, which may be from *s1}e/oid-os as well as
from *s1}eid-os. Here is then important only Lett. sviedri (pI.) <
*s1}e/oidr-, which supposes:
*s1}e/oid-er /or
*s1}id - r-os

(Lett. sviedri)
(Arm. k<irtn < *s1}idr-, [(je-wc;)

(On [(jewc;in Homer see Dev. 277.)8)
Neither Gr. (jevc; nor the forms pointing to *der1}-, Lith. derva,
SI. drevo, "Welshderwen can be derived from *doru *dreus. A hysterodynamic paradigm could have been at the basis: *der-eu-s *dr-1}-os,
but it requires for Greek generalization of the zero grade form of the
root, combined with the nominative form of the suffix, represented
by v (as in VEXVC;), and full grade of the root with zero grade of the
suffix for *derll-. This is not very probable. It is much easier to start
from:
*der-1}-eli-s
(Lith. derva etc.)
*dr -u- li-os
(jevc;)
This paradigm has been established by Kuiper (Notes 14ff.) for the
Vedic type tanuly, tanvaly, (tanualy,). This explains (jevc;by generalization of the weak stem form (*dr-u-li-), for which we have a parallel
in o1peVc;,from *liabhreuli-s *liabhruli-6s (Notes 9). It also agrees with
the feminine gender of (jevc;. The other forms have their stem *der1}from the nominative.
Ved. Pu§a has been connected with IIav, Are. IIaovl (VI B.C.) as
*pus-/paus-.
Since PIE had a only from eli2, we would have to
suppose *peli2us-. Though *peli21}s- (> *paus-) may not be impossible, there is no need to assume such a form: *peli2us- > *navO'- >
nii.f- (with compensatory lengthening upon the loss of -0'- according
to Kiparsky; see on ijwc; above). (For the loss of the.f in Arcadian
see Thumb-Scherer p.124.) *Pli2us- should then have had meta8) Note that three or four nouns seem to be PIE:
(ntr. s-stem), *s'l}eid-or and perhaps *s'I}eid-os!

*s'I}oido-s, *s'I}eidos
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thesis to *pun2s- > pus-, as must often have happened (see on
surya- above). We get then:
*pen2-us-on
*pn2 -us- n-os

([Juan, Pausa)
(Pu~an-)

Connection with pu~yati is hardly possible because of the short u.
I would rather think of pati 'protect' (*peli2- > *pa-; *pen2s-, Hitt.
pahs-, Lat. pastor; *pon2-i- in 7wtfl~y etc.). As to the formation, there
may have been a *pen2-1,f-os (beside *pen2-1,f-on in Skt. -pavan-),
which was rebuilt into *peli2-us-on. (Typologically the form is the
same as *poli2-i-m-on, Lith. piemuo.) As to the accent, [Juayt would
show root accent, but it is not reliable, for, firstly, it is pure hypothesis; and secondly, it can hardly be right, since [J6..ay- would contract to * [Jay (but there seem to be no words in -iiy with circumflex,
Chandler p.167). The whole, of course, is doubtful, though the
Illyrian name Pauso seems a confirmation; it should be retained
that the Greek has no sure evidence for 1,f or s.
Skt. yuva yunaJ! points to the following paradigm:
*n2ieu-n( -)on
*n2iu -n( -) n-os

Av. yava?
yunrflj" Av. yuno

Sanskrit has the zero grade in the nominative. The full grade is
attested by Welsh ieuane (aIr. oane) < *li2ie1,fnrJAw- (Skt. yuvasa-,
Lat. iuueneus, Goth. juggs < Germ. *liiunungaz all suppose *li2iuliy,-ko-). Though -av- is often written for -(u)v-, Av. yava might represent original full grade; this might be confirmed by the Armenian
loan yavanak, yovanak, as Hoffmann already pointed out, MSS 6
(1955) 35-40. (The nominative accent seems to have been retained
when the zero grade was introduced.) 9)
9) Hoffmann assumes a suffix -lion on the follo'.vingevidence: 1) Av. mq{}ra,
which must be read trisyllabie (Y. 50,6; 51,8), supposed to derive from
*mentro-JiOn; 2) ·on- from .o-li(ojo)n- in all cases (as is found with mq{}ra);
3) fls),av- < *mcl-lin-; 4) the Sanskrit suffix -in-, whieh in some cases would
be .lin-; 5) kany(i (kaniya) kanin.(am, -a); 6) yuva. The idea is very difficult
to prove or disprove. We do not know which laryngeal to assume. Lat. iuvenis
more probably derives from *li2iuliIen- than from *li2iuliff- (where I would
expect ·an- from -ff- by influence of [any] laryngeal, though such influence
has not been proven), but iuvcncus most probably has -h-ff·. If it is lil, w;),avcannot have -liin-.
I object to the idea (originally from Meillet, e. g. Introduction8 263), that
PIE had forms with ·on- in all cases that originated from -o-li(ojo)n- (note
that -o·lien· would not give -on· so easily). First it is not sure that PIE had
such forms; the agreement between two languages could as well be the result
of parallel development. Secondly, if there are, they might easily be ex·
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§ 6. Some Full Grades
Several instances could be adduced where only the full grades of
original hysterodynamic nouns are preserved. They appear in the
discussion of the material; here I cite some examples.
'XAsrro(}ls points to *'XAelT:W(} ('hill'?), which is known as the name
of an Arcadian city.
Goth. menops, Lith. menuo seem to point to *menot- (objections
from Stang p. 224); an s-stem is better attested. As lengthened
grade is impossible, *me- represents *meli1- (a curious confirmation
of the assumption of laryngeals; this is the root 'to measure', which
must be *melic, since *me- is an impossible root structure). Note the
root accent. (Specht's assumption, KZ 66.53, of an old abstract on
the basis of this accent is in the light of our theory unfounded.)
There is abundant evidence for *meli1-n-s-, but not for *mli1-n-s-.
*H2nepot, Lat. nepot-, Skt. napat (note the accent) has full grade.
Zero grade of the suffix is presented by Av. naptya-, avs1jJlos, but
*li21JP-t-is unknown. 10)
plained as early instances of ablaut levolling. Most important is that the type
-a-non can hardly be PIE. There are no words of tho typo -a-tor, -a-man,
,o-'ljos, -o-jos. With zero grade of the suffix we have forms with a procoding
('thematic'?) vowel e/o, but these are always thematic nouns: -tro-, -dhlo-,
-mno- (datra- < *dn3-e-tro-, I'Ireo'V < *mnl'e-tro-, Dev. 183). Moreover, the
vowel is mostly e, not 0, and the forms without such a vowel predominate.
The only formation of the type -a-non are the words in -o-went-, though I
must say that I am not quite sure that they aro normal hysterodynamic
words, as thore are no traces of a-vocalism and as it is the only suffix to end
in two consonants. Here Indo-Iranian and Creek have forms derived from
a-sterns (for Mycenaean see Chadwick-Baumbach, Glotta 41 [1963] 189 s.v.
·as). It is then not probable that the type -a-han was PIE. If -non existed,
-a-non could be an Iranian innovation. It is therefore almost impossible that
the generalization of -on Was due to a suffix -han (as it did not appear after
-0- at an early date).
As regards kanyti kanin- it will derive from *lceninon-. However, this does
not prove the existenee of a suffix .non-; the laryngeal might be part of the
preceding element.
For yuva *jeun-on is the most easy solution. Only if ono wants to retain
the conneotion with Av. ayu ya08 from *n20ju *n2jeus, the laryngeal makes a
problem. Now this connection could be given up; othorwise tho formation
could be explained as derived from a noun in ·n. Y 0'ian- could in the same way
be derivod from an-intermediate-s-stem;
and hero nobody assumes a
suffix -son·.
10) We may expect an inflection type -ot/-ct-/-t-. In alero:; < *n2cuj-ct- we
may have such -ct-. One might ask whether the suffix -to- of the vorbal
adjeotive is not a thematization of the zero grado of this suffix, which agrees
with the zero grade of the root in these forms.
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'l'he Greek and Sanskrit Material
The conclusion of the foregoing pages is that there are instances of,
probably old, hysterodynamic words with full grade of the root.
This full grade is often found combined with the lengthened grade
form of the suffix, so originally belonged to the nominative, while
the other cases have double zero grade (the accusative-and
the
locative-are
not eonsidered here). If this is true, it seems probable
that this full grade root had the accent, what would explain many
cases of root accentuation with hysterodynamic nouns. More and
more we find the idea confirmed that only full grade eould have the
accent in PIE (lengthened grade not considered), and that full
grade mostly or always did have the accent.
We now have to see whether this hypothesis is confirmed by a
survey of the most important categories concerned. I shall therefore
briefly discuss the Greek and Sanskrit evidence, for r-, n-, i-, u- and
s-stems respectively, in this order:
Ablaut

Greek
Sanskrit
Accent Greek
Sanskrit

(r-, n-, i-,
(id.)
(id.)
(id.)

U-,

s-stems)

to be followed by a comparison and the conclusion.
A noun in -ot may be found in Skt. jrimata, which may be discussed here.
The words for 'son-in-law' present us with problems that will probably never
be definitely solved. I confine myself to a few remarks: 1) it is evident that
not all forms found derive from one root (e.g. m in yapfJeoc;, jrimata etc.
against n in Lat. gener); 2) it is possible that some verbs (specially *genn1- j
gnen1- 'be horn', perhaps *gno- 'know') influeneed the existing form(s);
3) it, is evident that LeU. znuJJts is derived from *gno-, and was not a word
specially made to denote the 'son-in-law', but only one that came to be used
for it; 4) though ya,ufJerJc; might have bccn influenced by yallliw this does not
prove that the 11 of yap.fJlJ()C;is secondary; the agroement with the m of lndoIranian rather provos that it is old. An original relation with ya;.uiw is as
natural as ono with *gne- 'be born': the son-in-law is as much 'the one who
marries (your daughter)' as 'a (new) son'. rapfJeoc; may represent *gllJr-o(weak grade form of *gem-or). Av. zamatar- is probably secondary, perhaps
for *zama < -or, but more probably for *zamat < -ot (like n6pat, which Was
change' I to *n(ipatar-).
In any case it probably was a hystcrodynamic noun
with full gra,lo of the root, eertainly not lengthened grade. Short 0 (*gom-erjor
> zam-) is possible, but a form *gen2m-or or *gen2m-ot must also be considered.
The weak easo form *gn21ll.-r-o- eould give yapfJeoc;, as well. Hz (necessary
for ya/lfJc(Jc;; n1 would givo *i'cpfJIJOC;, n3 *yopfJIJOC;) would exclude original
identity with all form,..;with e (gener, zentas etc.): these have either e analogically from *genn1-, or they are not cognate at all.
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Only substantives and adjectives are studied, neuters and names
are not considered.
For the Greek accent I rely upon Chandler and Bally (Vendryes'
Traite does not give sufficient details), for Sanskrit on AiGr II 2.
In the following I shall sometimes use a consideration which may
be presented here in the form of a rule:
When a word has the accent on a zero grade element, this indicates that
this element had tull grade in one or more torms at the original paradigm.
and as a corollary:
When a word has the accent on a zero grade element, the place at the
accent is old in one or more torms at the paradigm.
I shall not try to prove this rule. We have seen an example in discussing yuva above. To my mind it is evident in itself, and the
reader is asked to consider its validity on the cases where I shall use
it. (It might be added that it is by no means essential for the following demonstration.)
Ablaut
Greek
§ 7. r-stems
-erThe only ancient nouns are UVJle df}e alfh7e oaf}e. They do not
allow conclusions (dvf}e probably zero, the others full grade).
-terOf those in -TWe -T17f!few are ancient. Those in -TWe have generally
full grade Cgeneralement long', Form. 323). There are some cases
where the difference with those in -T17eis striking: oonwe: oOTf}e;
fJdnwe : fJoTf}e; Ent{Jf}TWe: bWfl{JaTfjeer;;, {Janie; uJ,hmoe: dA.~Tf}e;
-oaflaTWe : 0fl17nle. They are few, but important because they belong
to the oldest words, and because the ablaut types are from a Greek
point of view quite different, but in PIE all full: zero (*dens-f*dnaetc., *n2lek-j*n2~k-, *demn2-jd1]tn2- if oafla- is secondary for *oefla-,
which is nowhere retained in Greek).
Oondu.sion: The forms in -TWe seem originally to have had full
grade.
§ 8. n-stems (Greek)
There are no general rules.
With -wv, -ovor;;we have TE7awv, yelTwv, which may be ancient.
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With -WV, -wvoe; there are hardly old words: aywv, ayxwv may be
full or zero grade.
-'fjV, -Evae; is rare: Eea'fjV aea'fjv see above p. 35.
-'fjv, -'fjvae; is not known from surely PIE words.
-flWV (-flm'a::; and -flwvar;)
has often full grade (n},Ev,uWV), but also
zero (loflwv), Form. 170.
-fl'fjv (-flEVUe;) is rare. Full grade in nalfl~v,
zero in J.lfl1]V. The others
are dvrfl~v nV{)fl~v vl117V (two words).
Condusion:
The only conclusion is that there is no rule. In any
case full grade is surely attested for ancient words in all categories
(YEtrWV Eea'fjV nAEvflwv
nOlfl1Iv). AElflWV : ).lflljv
is unique in opposing
full grade with -wv to zero with -171'.
§ g. i-stems (Greek)
Type {fte;
Of this inflection (Notes 68) Ol::;, uk is almost the only instance
(cp{)6lr;; Kuhner-Blass 1.441). It has full grade (as Sanskrit and
Latin).
Words in-w
There are no ancient words (though the type must be ancient).
Conclusion: Only one word is relevant, au;; it has full grade.
§ 10. u-stems (Greek)
-cvt;

Nothing can be said.
-OJ~

Since n6:rewe; flrirewe; cannot be used, only aAw::; 11) ycf},we; (Aaywc; ?)
op,wc; remain 12). L1flW::; has zero grade, GlAWr; and yaAw::; rather point
to reduced grade. This could be important in two ways. First, the
reduced grade might come from the accusative. This would be
understandable, since this type is based on the accusative: as -ou-s
would have given -av::;, the nominative must be analogic after the
accusative, which has -wv from -on dissimilated from -07l-m (itself
analogical for -011-1]7, just as Zljv, Dyam). This would not only prove
that the accusative had reduced grade of the root, but it also shows
that, if the nominative would have had reduced grade, we should
have found much more direct evidence for it (in the shape of a11)
12)

word.

Sec on this word my article in Mrwmosyne 24, Appendix 1.
"Hew, is no u-stcm, when Myc. tiriseroe (tris-eroei dat.) contains this
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vocalism in Greek). But the interpretation of these words is not sure
enough.

-vs, -vs

For these words I follow Notes 40-53. Kuiper there established as
hysterodynamic:

-vs

-vs

nfjxvs
niJ.sxvs
syxs}.vs

VEXVs

XEAvs

neE(J(3V~
v[vs
both

-vs,

-vs

yivvs

All have full grade, except VlVs (of which the accent is also exceptional).
Conclusion: No evidence from -sVs, -Ws seems to have reduced
grade; -Vs has full grade.
§ 11. s-stems (Greek)
-w:;

We only have i}ws al(Jws alw (ace.) yEAws S(!Ws lO(!Ws. They all
probably have full grade, except [(Jews (see above p. 36).
-'f)s

On the origin of these forms see under Accent. (In any case the
oldest words have full grade: v'f)flS(!i1]s £1)(jr:;Asx~d
The comparatives originally have full grade (type xeEO'O'(J)1')'
Though it is mostly stated that the perfect participle had e-grade,
this appears only from sl(Jws (see above).
Conclusion: There is evidence for full grade in all categories.
Sanskrit
§ 12. r-stems
-erWith -er- there are only five words in the Rigveda. Full grade
have devt-, svasr-, zero nt-, u§f- (full grade in alle < *h2eus-er); not
clear is nanandr-.
-terFull grade has been generalized; u§tr- is probably the only old
example with zero (the accent-also u§tt-, but compare u§tra-~~
indicates the existence of old full grade according to our rule).
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The relatives names have the same form as in Greek (see Accent),
except yatar-, which is zero (see above p. 34).
Conclusion: Full grade is mostly generalized.

§ 13. n-stems (Sanskrit)
-an- (AiGr II 2 p. 175~80)
With the inherited nouns with -an- zero grade of the root prevails.
Only tak?an- has full grade (but zero would give a phonetically
difficult form). Avestan arsan- (above) testifies to full grade in the
paradigm. As both accentuations occur, the forms with root accent
on zero grade testify to a full grade in the paradigm: vt?a1}- (for
which it may be confirmed by Lat. verres if this is secondary for
*verre < *lterS-en), yuvan- (above p. 37).
-man- (AiGr II 2 p. 754-68)
Those in -man- have full grade. Ablaut has been preserved in
atma tmana!}, (above p. 34).
-van- (AiGr II 2 p. 894-905)
Those in -van- have zero grade, but forms with a in the root
retain it (-pavan- <protecting', graVa1}-); exceptions are sanitvanand patvan- (where zero would phonetically be difficult). As the
words have root accent (on zero grade), they will have had full grade
in the paradigm. The accent is confirmed by the only Greek form
that can be compared, niw1' - ptvan- (thus pointing to *peiliy,on,
or *pjelillon?).
Conclusion: There is ample evidence for full grade in the paradigm,
confirmed by special cases: arsan- (Eg(J1]V), vt?a1}- (verres), ylwan-,

atma.
§ 14. i-stems (Sanskrit)
sakha
The only clear instance is sakha sakhye, for which we may reconstruct:

*sekh-oi
*s(e)k-h- j-ei

sakha
(sakhye)

(Kuiper, Notes 64, posits a redueed grade *sek-.)
Type aviHysterodynamic
are also avi-, pati- and ari, rayi-, Notes 66. All
have full grade (or reduced, but this is hardly in question).
Conclusion: Both sakha and all forms of the type avi- have full
grade.
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§ 15. 1l-stems (Sanskrit)
For the u-stems in Sanskrit I follow Notes 40-53. Kuiper there
found hysterodynamic:
full grade kreltumadhuvasuparsuhanuzero grade kftusisuOonclusion:

pa,~uparasubahUpaldva0
pitUrju-

Most u-stems have full grade.

§ 16. s-stems (Sanskrit)
There are only two inherited words in -as-, u?as- and jaras-, one
with zero, one with full grade (zero would be *jiras- < *grn2-os-).
vVecan hardly base a conclusion on them. Important is puman, of
which the accent testifies to full grade; it is the more important, as
the weak cases have the accent on the ending, so the full grade was
original in the nominative.
The comparatives with -(i)yas- have full grade ofthe root (which
bears the accent; the same situation is found in other languages).
The perfect participle with -vas- has zero grade (and the accent
on the suffix). That this is a new situation (parallel with (jOTr;e
against MJTwe) appears from the old full grade elM)(; (above), which
is confirmed by Goth. weitwods.
Ooncl1lsion: The nouns being divided, the comparatives generalized full grade, the perfect participle zero grade: this situation points
to an original inflection with full grade in some form(s) of the
paradigm.
Accent
Greek
§ 17. -r stems

There is a general rule that nouns in -wC! are paroytona, those in
-r;e oxytona. The only exception to the first rule is lX(ve. To the
second we have flr;Tr;e fJvyaTr;e el1JaT'Yje(? ) rpeaT'Yje·
Even for the nouns in -'Yjg we can demonstrate the other accentuation. Of the words designating relatives we have naTr;e against
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{l~7:rj('! ffvya7:rjg ffJg6.7:rjf}.For

Greek a rule was given that the feminine
words are paroxytona. This rule may be useful, but it is not probable
that this was the cause for a change from oxytonon to paroxytonon :
first there is no parallel for such a rule in Greek, secondly this would
not explain rpga7:rjf}. For rpga7:rjlj the barytonesis is confirmed by Skt.
bhratar and Goth. brofJar. The transference to the other category
can also be seen in this word: it is often oxytonon in our manuscripts, and cf. rpf}a7:rjf}.I'17:7:t%oi{lev (3agvvov(Jtv, Ol oe L1wglsiC; o~vvovalv
(on Attic cf. below on BWC;). Of course, one could argue that there are
irregularities in this special group of words; this is a good possibility,
but when something is possible, it is not yet proven that it really is
so, and methodically we should not assume exceptions unless they
are unavoidable. For our problem there is no reason to suppose that
the words discussed were irregular in accentuation in PIE. In Greek
some are irregular, but they can, and can only, be explained as
archaisms, which may be expected in these words. Indeed, {l~7:rjg
stands alone in continuing the PIE accentuation type (even more
so than the Sanskrit type puman etc., as the Greek accentuation of
the accusative is probably original, compare § 29):
{l~-7:rjg
-df}-a
-7:f} -6c;

*men2-ter
-ter-J'{t
-tr -os

As to the accent of slva7:rjg, the word occurs in (late) inscriptions
(where it has no accent) and in Homer, where slvadf}wv is of no use,
the nominative plural being given as slvaugsc; or slvadf}sc;. The last
would be of no use (both {l~7:rjg and na7:~g giving -dgsc;). The first
undoubtedly points to ba7:rjg, which is also confirmed by Herodians
genitive Idva7:seoC;(the vocative ctvaug being of no use, cf. naue).
However, Chantraine, Diet. etym. s.v., explains this as 'barytonese
eolienne', and this possibility cannot be excluded (Herodian having
the form with sl-). If the accent of yatar- (gramm.) is reliable, it is
old according to our rule.
The perfect agreement of all forms concerned makes it probable
that PIE had -er in these forms. We cannot controll whether they
are early cases of the elimination of -or. Gr. rpeaTwf} is recent (a third
century B. C. papyrus); on na7:wf} see below. In any case it seems
most probable that even these cases with PIE -er had the accent on
the root (in some forms). Perhaps it is not accidental that *men2te1'
and *bhren2ter, with full grade of the root, have root accent, while
*pn2tir, with zero grade of the root, has in all languages final accent.
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It seems not too bold to assume *pe'fi2-ter or *peli,2-tor as the oldest
nominative (but nd:rwe Hesychius, coniecture in Kritias 15,4 cannot
be used as evidencefor it). The idea ofa basic 'Lallwort' pa (AiGr II 2
§ 505) is already impossible because of the laryngeal (see Kuiper,
Notes 20ff. on forms with non-vocalic laryngeal), and an original
meaning 'protector' (*pe'fi2-) would be perfectly acceptable (for the
head of a nomadic clan); specially the use as epithet of Djeus makes
such a meaning more probable than simply 'pappa'.
Conclusion: There is evidence for root accent, .!.uue. As -iWe was
the ending of the nominative, the root accent may originally have
belonged specially to the nominative. The distribution .!.iWe : -i~e
(together with full: zero grade of the root) makes it probable that
the two types (in some cases: two words, as (YWiWe (yOi~e) derive
from one paradigm. That we do have this indeed, and not two
originally distinct formations, will be shown when discussing the
Sanskrit accent, because exactly on the basis of Sanskrit the
existence of an original distinction has been defended.
The words with evidence for root accent with -ine may never
have had -iWe. In this sense I would not, at present, deny the
possibility of two types, but they would only differ in the fact that
they have e instead of 0 in the nominative, which is quite different
from the above mentioned assumption.
§ 18. n-stems (Greek)
-(o/w)v-,

-flO/WV-

The situation is very complicated, but I think it is possible to
arrive at a general conclusion. I first describe the facts without
comment (the reader is warned to note 'e. g.' in opposition to the
cases where all forms are given).
A. -(o/w)v1. -Y-:

only x15wv xvv6c;

2. -ov-:

both accentuations
paroxyt. e.g. a;w)J, ye£rwv, it'-XiWV, xfwv
oxyton. e.g. aAaCwv, clxwY, xaywv, XcAt(yWY

3. -WY-:

oxytona
exceptions a) xA15(YWY and xW(YWY
b) some 'appellatifs familiers', e.g. (Jiea~WY,
epcf(ywy
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B.
1.

-fw/wv-flO'V-:

both accentuations
paroxyt. e.g. iJ.'XfW)V, oalflwv, nAeVflwv, 'rS(!flWV
oxyton. (all cases): o.'X(!SflWV (but -EflwV codd.),
~ysflwv,

2.
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oxytona (all cases):

-flwv-:

{)'fJAaflwll,

{)'fJflwv,

oalTvflwv,

'X'fJosflwV

'Xsv{}flwv,

ASlflwv,

TSAaflwv,

XSlflwV

I think we can draw a conclusion from this situation. In both
and -flo/wv- it appears that:
-wv-, -flWV- are oxytona (with few exceptions for -wv-);
-0'1'-, -flOV- have both accentuations, in which:

-o/wv-

paroxytone -0'1'- has some old forms: TE'XTWV, yslTwv, iJ.gwv, while
oxytone -0'1'- has no old forms: 'Xavwv, XsAlOWV;
paroxytone -flOV- has some old forms: iJ.'Xflwv, nAsvflwv, perhaps
TE(!flWV, oa{flwv,
while oxytone -flov- has not (none of them can
plausibly be considered as of PIE date).
It is understandable that -(fl)wv- has only oxytone forms, the
younger type, because this is the more recent type in which the old
ablaut has been wholly abolished. That is, the new accentuation is
found in the youngest type, while in the older type (with ablaut) the
old accentuation has been partly preserved. And there it appears
that the oldest forms are mostly paroxytone, while the oxytone
group has no old forms.
I must confess that it is difficult to imagine how the development
exactly was. Suppose:
replaced by

*lei-mon
-men-1'JI'
*li

-mn

-os

*AdflwV
*ASlflova
*ASlfloVOr;

or by

*AslflwV
*ASlflwva
*ASlflwvor;

It is easy to understand that from *AS{flwV *ASlflov- two types of
accentuation originated. In *AdflwV *;.slflwv-, however, there is only
one form (Aslflwv), which in one case form has an aberrant accent,
which was given up. That is, in *AS{flWV *ASlflov- two different forms
compete (both *ASlflwV and *},slflov- being retained), while in *AS{flWV
*ASlflwv- there is only one form, so that it is understandable that the
abberrant accent of one of them was not retained.
We arrive at the conclusion that this group originally had the
accent on the root in some forms.
This conclusion is confirmed by 'Xvwv, of which the accent is old
according to our rule.
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As strong is the confirmation of the adjectives (the above only
concerned the substantives), which have all -flOJV -flovos and are
paroxytona: W/jflOJv, d/jflOJV (13voatflOJv). That is, they not only show
root accent, but more specially confirm our observation that -flOJJ(as opposed to -flOJJJ-) is paroxytone. That there are no exceptions
here is undoubtedly due to the fact adjectives are often stricter
organised than substantives. This accentuation is the more probably
old, as adjectives tend to get final accent; see on the adjectives in -1JS.
It may lastly be remarked that the Greek substratum language
had nouns in -OJV, -'YjJJ, -av with probably final accent, as appears
from the names of places (BeaveJ)jJ, LlOJMw, Ka'AvowJJ, Kd}atewJJ,
Ko'AoepwJJ, Maea{}wv)
and from names of animals (a-rray/jJJ, x1JqJ/jJJ/
xiiepaJJ), of peoples (K1JepfjJJ13s)and other words (note f3a'A('A)/jJJ); Form.
161f., 167f.
-13!'IJJJ-

Words in -1JJJare oxytona. (The only possible exception is e'te1JJJ).13)
The two adjectives are exceptions too: de1JJJ, llea1JJJ aea'YjJJ. As
regards llea1JJJ, Solmsen (IF 7.37-49) points out that Herodian 115,6
states that eea/jJJ is oxytone. The accentuation of our (Hdt.) manuscripts should then be due to Attic aga1JJJ aee1JJJ. There are three
possibilities, which all amount to the same for our purpose. 1) Herodian is wrong. 2) Herodian is right, but the form he found is-in
whatever way-more recent than the one we have in our manuscripts. 3) (Perhaps the most probable:) Herodian is right, and
Solmsen is right that the barytonesis of our manuscripts is due to
Attic. In this case it is most probable that Attic retained the (or: an)
old-because abnormal (at least when compared with the substantives); also compare our rule-accentuation,
as it did in the
case of EOJ; (see § 21). The case is then even more interesting, as it
would show the replacement of the accent to the last syllable (of the
stem).
13) The details are given by Solmsen, IF 7 (1897) 37-49. It is not sure
whether it had El- or l-; leave, gives Hesychius (long a? hypcrdorism ?). From
Aristophanes of Byzantium derives ele~v, from Herodian e'ie1Jv. Solmsen may
be right in preferring Ele~v, for {Jaev7:ovw, 08 7:0 fleAete1Jv wanee nV{}fl~v dm5{}fl1JV,
avx~v v1jJavX1Jvhas no sense if it is not ele~v, and this information seems too
precise to be wrong. The etymology is not sure. Its connection with lea1Jv
is probably wrong, for We would expect (in the Laconian word) *1}e1Jv. (The
suggestion that the accent was a determining factor in the development of ea
is certainly wrong: there is no sure instance in Greek where the accent influenced the development of the sounds.) It is then not sure that the word
is IE.
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Conclusion: As with -rw(2 -rrj(2, there is evidence that the words in
-wv originally had root accent, which was not generalized here,
while the recent nominatives in -rjV are oxytona. Such a recent form
is evident in AtpijV. Here, as in the case of the relatives names, there
are words which have -rjV and (indication for) root accent: l(2arjv
(or, if this was l(2aijv, indirectly in a(2arjv, which is old according to
our rule), d(2rjv. They may never have had -wv.

§ 19. i-stems (Greek)
vVords in -w
They are all oxytona, as iJxw, 'm::t{}w, cpetow. The type is evidently
strongly systematized, for the accusative, which has -w, is analogical
after the nominative (for -w < -6ya); there was then an opposition
between strong and weak cases, -w -w: -oilr; -ai, which shows the
interdependence of nominative and accusative.
Type otr;
As Otr; are only vcry few nouns inflected. The accent-on the
root-is, then, not very important: it might have been analogical
after the proterodynamic type (n6Atr;).
Conclusion : Words in -ware oxytona, otr; is paroxytonon.
§ 20. u-stems (Greek)
Type -wr;
IIar(2wr;, pijr(2wr;, aAwc;, yaAwe; are paroxytona; only Aaywe; is oxytonon.
Type -eve;
All oxytona.
We find, then, the same distribution as with -rw(2 : -rrj(2 and -wv :
-rjV, the a-forms paroxytona, the e-forms oxytona.
Words in -ile;, -ve;
All are root accented (except Vtve;), see § 10. Kuiper has to explain
their accent (Notes 46) by analogy of the type n6Ate;, which is decidedly less easy. For nijxve;, nSA8XVe;, n(2safJve; this accent is not very
surprising, since as a rule the masculines are barytona. The feminines
however are oxytona, and here lYXsAVr; and ylvve; are exceptions.
Nouns in -ile; are also generally oxytona, on which vsxve; and XSAVe;
(ysvve;) are exceptions. (But we should realize that all these groups
are rather small.)
Conclusion: Root accent have -vr; and -wr;, -s0r; is oxytonon; .!.we;:
-evr; present the same distribution as .!.rw(2 : -rij(2, .!.wv: -ijv.
4 Zeitschr. f. vgl. Sprachf., Ed. 86, Heft 1
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§ 21. s-stems (Greek)

The feminines are oxytona: t)Wr;, ulowr;.
The masculines are barytona: yD.w:;-, lewe" except [oewe,. Their
accentuation is explained from the oblique cases according to Vendryes' law: *YcAwTu > ytAwTU. This may not be impossible, but we
are not obliged to accept this interpretation.
Important is Attic EW:;-. Since Wackernagel, Gatt. Nachr. 1914,
49ft·. = Kl. Behr. 2.1151f., its accent is explained, also according to
Vendryes' law, from EW{JeV < *lw{)sv. This is even less probable as
with yEAwr; above, as here the critical form does not even belong to
the inflectional paradigm. The explanation is evidently based on the
idea that the normal accentuation must be suffixal. It is of course
much more probable that Attic here retained the original accentuation in an isolated form. (Of.on TeaTYje and aeaYjv above, § 17and 18).
The final evidence comes from the comparatives. \Ve know that
these originally were s-stems, which is now confirmed by Mycenaean
(mezoe °mezohe (du.), mezoes (pl.)', mezoa2 °mezoha', mezo m., f. and n.
can be °mezos, mezos' but °mezon, mezon' would be possible too). They
have root accent (ijowv).
The adjectives in -Yjr; might seem problematic, for they are in
great part oxytona. It could be supposed that they represent the
type OOT~e, but it seems that their history is different. There are only
adjectives, and it appears that there are only a few simplicia (1psvo17r;,
(Jurp~:;), while the vast majority are compounds, Form. 428. Exactly
the same situation is found in Sanskrit (AiGr II 2 p. 224 § 124).
As to the accent, a large group in Greek is not oxytonon. In Indian,
they are almost exclusively bahuvrihi's (as is the majority in Greek,
Schwyzer 513), which are only seldom oxytona: type pra-mahassu-manas- puru-damsas-.
It seems, then, that the simplicia-which
are oxytona (in Sanskrit)-are not of PIE date, and that the compounds are older, but are not oxytonon. The accentuation of aacp~r;,
tavas-, then, is of no importance for the PIE accent; it is a curious
instance of parallel development. (How we must imagine the origin
of the adjectives in -es I do not know. It may simply be a lengthening of the stem in -es of the oblique cases of the neuters; they would
then be a parallel of the recent nominatives in -Yje, -YjV etc).
The perfect participle is accented on the suffix. Goth. weitwods
shows the original root accent (the fact that this word is at-stem
does hardly diminish the value of the argument, since s- and t-stems
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are more often found side by side, cf. on the word for· moon, month'
above).
Conclusion: The adjectives in -tis are not old; the old adjectives in
-1); are not oxytona. Att. llw; shows that also in the feminine the
accent could be on the root, as it is with the masculines.
Sanskrit
§ 22. r-stcrns
From the nouns in -ar- svas!- (and nanandr-) has root accent, the
others (devf-, nf-, usf-) are oxytona.
For the nouns indicating relatives see Greek.
The most complicated problem is formed by the nouns with -tar-.
vVefind both root and suffix accentuation in Sanskrit, but there is
the curious fact that between the two there is a difference in construction, those with root accent having verbal rection, i. e. being
constructed with an accusative, while the suffix accented forms
govern the genitive, as IE nouns normally do. This situation has led
to the postulation of two different PIE nouns, the type OOJ7:we
against 007:~(!. I think this conception is wrong; as it is vital to our
theory, it must be discussed here at some length. We shall see that
the phenomenon turns out to givea striking confirmation ofour theory.
I make a few preliminary remarks.
It is well known that there is an elo ablaut in PIE nominal paradigms. For -onl-en- we have ASl!J,(!W
I Alfl~v cited above, alwv I alBv,
the Lithuanian type piernuo I pierneni, for -as I -es- one might think
of Lat. honor I hones-tus, rnaior Irnaies-tas etc., alw < *al6a-a I alB;
alel < *alea-l, Lith. rnenuo Irnenesi. A rather convincing example, to
my mind, because of its isolation, is -oll-el- in Lat. sol I~£A-W; (above).
That in our case we are concerned with a levelled paradigm may
also be indicated by Lat. ddtor, combining zero grade (of the e-forms)
with -or.
Greek has, beside -wel-oe-, both -1)el-se- and -1)el-1)e-. It is evident
that the last is a simplification of -1)el-se-. This type would in Indian
have given -al-ar-, while only -ar- is found (the relatives names excepted), so that the type -erl-er- seems not to have existed! Of
course, this argument is not decisive, as Indian might have introduced the long vowel of the nominative14).
14) Even more important

is the following argument. The distinction
implies, beside the accentual opposition, an opposition full
grade: zero grado. In Sanskrit, however, the accentual opposition is not

odJTw(j:
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A priori, then, a type .!-tor -ter-1]t -tr-os is to be expected, and a
case like larwe laT17e largos is most probably explained as resulting
from the levelling of one paradigm.
As a starting point for the study of the Indian accentuation I take
Benveniste's conclusion,Noms d'agent et noms d'action p. 62, to point
out a difficulty. We cite:
.!-tor indique l'«auteur», designe a partir de l'acte qu'il a accompli, et caracterise par la possession de cet accomplissemento
Expression quasi participiale, fortement attachee au verbe, et
signaIee par une rection verbale(. 0 0)
1.

2. -ter indique l' «agent », voue par destination, aptitude au necessite a une certaine activite ... II se construit done souvent comme
predicat de futurite, d'intention, .
And resuming he says: 'Ie premier se caractCrise par son «avoir»;
Ie second par son «etre-a ».'
0

•

I think there is an inconsistency in this description. This inconsistency I find in the second line of his description of .!-tor. These
nouns indicate 'the one who has done', or better 'the one who is the
one who has done', describing more a state (the state of the agent)
than an action (the agent acting). If this is right, it cannot be described as a typical participle, 'fortement attachee au verbe'; this
better fits -fer, which-simply-indicates
that somebody does, or
is going to do, something. In other words, the first more resembles a
substantive, the second (-ter) an adjective, and it is the adjective
which is more close to a participle than the substantive.
Renou, who discussed the problems BSL 39 (1938) 103-34, defines
the opposition in meaning as 'duratif' : 'ponctuel'; it is evident that
this is another way of describing the same facts. Our difficulty is
found back in Renou's article, when he-convincingly--explains
the origin of the periphrastic future from the nouns in -tf (not from
.!-tr). He says (p. 126) that Tapparance plus verbale du nom en .!-tr'
(which characteristic he derives from its accusative construction)
makes us suppose that it was this noun that grew into the future.
accompanied by this ablaut opposition: all forms have full gracle. This makes
no diffieulty when we start from one paradigm, in whieh the ablaut opposition was given up, but the accentual one not (or not so soon). But if we start
from two different categories, of which the type bOT~e had only zero grade
(in all forms), the full grade of the Sanskrit forms can not be explained: it is
very improbable that it was generally taken over from the other category,
the more so as the type bOT~e was ten times as frequent as the other in the
Rigvedao The assumption of two categories must therefore be given up.
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But it is that in -tf. This can only mean, to my mind, that the noun
in -tf was (even) more verbal than the other, and that would make
us expect the accusative construction with -tf instead of with .dr.
Debrunner gives the following-to
my mind excellent-description of the difference in meaning (AiGr II 2 p. 683 504a): <die
Oxytona sind schlechtweg Nomina agentis, ... , bezeichnen abel'
auch denjenigen, del' den Verbalbegriff zu vollziehen verdient odeI'
geeignet ist ... ; die Barytona dagegen bezeichnen denjenigen, fiir
den del' Vollzug des Verbalbegriffs PRicht odeI' Gewohnheit ist odeI'
del' den Verbalbegriff richtig zustande bringt; d. h. die Oxytona sind
mehr partizipial (Einzelfall), die Barytona mehr nominal (substantivisch)'. And in the following small characters he draws the
inevitable conclusion: <Diesel' Verteilung del' Bedeutungen widerspricht die Vertcilung del' Kasuskonstruktionen.'
At this point I first make some remarks on the Greek and Iranian
evidence, as it was treated by Benveniste.
Benveniste holds that .!tor cannot indicate professions (this is one
point where the description of Renou and Debrunner is evidently
superior to Benveniste's).
A few remarks on some important Greek forms. I don't think
there is any reason to assume that {JWTWe is anything else than
<shepherd'. Benveniste points to its adjectival use in {Jwroeee; aJICJeee;,
but this argument has no force, as Homer uses several nouns as
apposition to apogee;. Here -TWe indicates a profession, as does e~TWe.
Benveniste's excuse, p. 52-4, seems unnecessary: {JWTWe and ef}TWe
are people who <always have done, are those who (have done and) do'
(Debrunner: PRicht odeI' Gewohnheit). But in his excuse Benveniste
shows that e~T())e originally means <simplement «prendre la parole
en public»'. This means that both functions were originally possible
for -TWe; only later the adjectival function becomes associated with
the oxytone form (in -T~g). The other way round, lai17e (Myc. i-ja-te)
means <physician' : <Ieguerisseur professionel, Ie medicin, aussi bien
en cypriote que chez Homere' (p. 46). This shows that at some time,
probably originally, lai~e has exactly the same function as {JWiWe.
*'16.Twe most probably had the same function (it simply was another
form of the same word), only it happened to die out; it did so in a
time when you could as wcll use laif}e to indicate a profession.
In the same way it is remarkable that we have aum7e, not *awTwq.
Benveniste 50£. has a long way to go to explain this: <Par ce detour,
aWif}g a acquis la valeur du mot en -Uu(/ (p. 51). It would originally
only have occurred to salute or invoke a god who is to save. But this
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does not explain the absence in the language of *aWTWe, for if there
is one case where we expect a development: somebody who once
saved is a saviour for ever, it is here. It may be right that a god is
called aWT~e as if to ask him to (come and) save, the total absence
of the qualification Saviour == *aWTWe cannot probably be explained
so. The same holds for an expected *Ofl~TWe (or *OEpaTWe).
I think, then, the Greek facts rather point to an originally indiscriminate use of an older form in -TWe and a younger in -T'YJr}
(*laTwe / laTlIe both for the profession, r!~TWC /* r!'YJT~e both for 'somebody who happens to speak', r!llTwe later for the profession; aWT~C
in all functions), while later there is a slight tendency for the, more
recent, oxytone forms (in -TIle) to get an adjectival function.
In Iranian no accent is known. Benveniste's statement 'que l'etat
iranien concorde exactement avec l'etat indien' (p. 27) is simply not
right. The formal distinction between root and suffix accent is supposed to be parallelled in Iranian by that between full and zero
grade of the root; this is a probable supposition, though it must be
remarked that it does not work in Indian (where we can control the
assumption): in Indian full grade has been generalized whatever the
accent. What we find, then, is that the nouns with full grade of the
root admit the accusative, but also the genitive; with zero grades
the accusative is not found. The last fact would be the only point
where the two languages agree, but it is hardly of any value, since
there are only a dozen of such (zero grade) forms and because the
genitive is the normal construction. The only thing we can say, then,
is that Iranian also has the accusative construction.
The conclusion is that the verbal rection is not found in Greek or
anywhere else, except in Avestan. It is not clear whether this allows
us to conclude Indo-Iranian
origin for the construction, more
probably it is independent. In any case there is no indication that
the phenomenon is inherited. It is most probably an Indo-Iranian
(or Indian and Iranian) innovation, the more as in Vedic 'les adjectifs de la provenance la plus diverse ant etC aptes a porter un regimen
verbal' (Renou 125); see Delbriick, Ai. Syntax p. 181. The difference
in meaning is hardly recognizable in Avestan (Renou 125: 'leur
differenciation semantique avec la masse des noms en -tar- est assez
faible'); some Greek facts point to a similar distinction as in Indian,
but it is probably a secondary development (and ncver was more
than a tendency).15)
15) Homerie -rije' l!pevm, -rijea yeVE(J'{}m, however, may be simply duo to
the fact that -roQ(a) is metrically impossible.
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At present, I think, we have a better view on the problems concerned. It appeared that there is a difficulty, which was noted by
Debrunner. It is this that ~tor construes with the accusative, while
it appears that this form has a typical substantival meaning, and
that oxytone -ter has adjectival, participial function, but is not the
form which is construed with the accusative. The conclusion from
this can only be, to my mind, that the differences in meaning found
have nothing to do with the difference in construction (in IndoIranian). Thc difference in meaning must be the more recent development, since we find it in historical times (in Indian as well as in
Greek), and it is impossible that the accusative construction with
the barytona originated wheu the oxytone forms had the more
adjectival =eo participial meaning. Therefore the accusative-construction with the barytone forms must be an older phenomenon
than the substantive: adjective opposition. This agrees with the
Greek evidence, where the oldest forms do not (yet) show the opposition in mcaning: it must therefore be a recent independent development of the two languages. The accentuation, however, probably is
connected with the difference in construction, as this is simply an
observed fact (exceptions are rare, Renou § 18 and 22).
This fact, that the verbal rection is found with root accented
forms, must be explained. It should be stressed again that it has not
been explained hitherto. It is suggested that the difference in
meaning was parallel, and this probably must have been the cause
(Benveniste, for cxample, nowhere discusses this problem). We have
seen that this is not right. I think that an explanation can be given,
and tha,t it gives a striking confirmation of our theory.
In the present context I need only give one quotation from Renou
to show what I think this explanation is: 'Un trait remarquable du
nom verbal cn ~t! (with which the accusative construction is found)
est la preponderance des nominatifs .... la limitation au nominatif
du nom end!, meme hors des emploies proprement verbaux, doit
avoir une signification' (p. 108). This meaning is, that the accusative
construction occurred almost exclusively with the nominative and
that it was exactly the nominative, as opposed to the other cases,
which had root accent, as proposed in this article. In this way we
can explain the phenomenon starting from one noun with shifting
accent, while it has appeared impossible to explain it from the
presumed existence of two nouns.
The limitation of the root accent to the nominative can clearly be
seen in words with thc two accents in the Rigveda. Janita nom.
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(4 X) against janita (17 X), -1fr (3 X), -ara (1 X); ddta (8 X) beside
once ddtaram against data (13 X), -dram, -re, -ur, -aro, ·dras,
once each; sota (3 X ) beside once sotrbhis against -ur (1 X ), -ari (2 X ),
-tbhis (6 X). Of the twelve words given by Benveniste, I counted
(on the basis of Grassmann) 28 nominatives, 3 ace. sg., 3 nom. pI.,
1 gen. sg., 1 instr. pI. A striking confirmation give vcmita (3.13,3):
vantaras (3.30,18; 7.8,3). Kuiper, India Antiqua p. 206, has shown
that the presence or absence of i is due to a vocalic or consonantal
laryngeal, and that the last form was originally found in the weak
grade forms, so that we may reconstruct vanita* vantrd. For our
problem it is relevant that the nominative has the supposed accent,
and that the suffixal accent is combined with the absence of i
characteristic of the weak grade forms.16)
I arrive then at the following history of events. The nouns with
suffix -te/or- originally had a shifting accent, nom .. dor, ace. -ter-1'fl,
gen. -tr-os etc. These nouns were liable to acquire participial function, and this happened in Indo-Iranian. In this function the noun
could be construed with an accusative. As this construction was
found almost exclusively with the nominative of these nouns, this
construction was found together with root accent. This situation
lasted for some time, when the shifting accent was levelled. With
the levelling of the accent, however, a quite different process began.
There came into being an opposition between nouns with root and
such with final accent, of which this time specially the last were
given adjectival function, as often adjectives came to be characterized by final accent. This process occurred in Indian and Greek
independently, and never became more than a tendency.
This interpretation, then, confirms our view that we are concerned with originally one paradigm with root accent in the nominative.
It may be added that the root accented nouns, 1/10 of the total
in the Rigveda, are a dying category in Indian (Renou § 30-38).
Oonclusion: The nouns in -tar- had a shifting accent, with root
accent in the nominative as can still be seen in several paradigms.
The verbal rection is found almost exclusively with the nominative,
which accounts for its root accent.

-rn

16) These forms present a difficult problem. Are we to assume *yen~-tor
*yenti-tr-e/1i1 instead of *yenti-tor *~{t1ti-tr-etil (> *vatrci; cf. yiUar-)? It seems
more probable to me that in *yenti-tor the (consonantal) laryngoal was
vocalized in Indian, while in (secondary) *yentitreti1 it was not. But rn:tar. <
*pti~ter cannot be so explained.
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§ 23. n-stems (Sanskrit)
-anBoth accentuations
words:
talc,~arJ-

vt:~a~~yt'wan

are found with -an-. We have with inherited
against

ulciJa~~pfiiJarJ(.<iuvam-)

Most probably this situation points to a shifting accent. That the
root accentuation here is old follows from our rule. Suvan- (iva) in
fact belongs to the other category, as appears from gen. suna(~ etc.
instead of *,4una~, (it is then plJxallel to yuva ytinalJ). This accentuation is confirmed by ~vwv, and it is old according to our rule. (Note
the strange situation that sva sunalJ is exactly the opposite of ~vwv
~vv6c;. It appears that, sva being a monosyllable that could not be
accentuated otherwise, sunalJ confirms the root accent of ~VWV. The
original paradigm must have been *kel,{on kun6s.)
-manWords in -man- are oxytone, but an important exception is
asman-, of which the accent is confirmed by a~flwv (and Lith. alcmuo,
Stang 296).
-vanThose in -van- are root accented, notwithstanding
(our rule). Cf. ntwli.
Oonclusion:
Old root accent is safely established.

the zero grade

§ 24. i-stems (Sanskrit)
sakha
The isolated salcha has root accent.
Type aviWe have avi-, pati, but ar[-, rayi-. For pati- Kuiper notes the
'irregular accent (from the vocative?)', but it is also found in avi-.
From the shifting accent, both accentuations can be easily explained.
Oonclusion: Both accentuations
are found, root accent in the
oldest type, sakha.

§

25.

u-stems (Sanskrit)

As appears from the survey given in discussing the ablaut (§ 15),
both root and suffix accent are found.
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§ 26. s-stems (Sanskrit)
-asThe two old words with -as- are oxytonon, but the evidently old
form pttman (pumamsam) pumsoJy, not only has root accent, but
shows that it originally belonged to the nominative only (the accusative not considered). This word in itself is enough, to my mind, to
show the supposed accent shift for this category, as it is evidently
the most archaic type. Its original form must have bcnn:
*peit,-m-os
*pu -m- s-os

(p1tman)
pUil1S0JY,

For the adjectives see at the Greek accent.
-(i)yasThe comparatives have root accent (agreeing with the full grade).
-vasThe perfect participle is oxytonon (with zero grade of the root;
the type bonjf!). In Sanskrit there is no indication for another accentuation.
Conclusion: The different accentuation of the comparative and
the perfect participle (in accordance with the ablaut form of the
root) points to a shifting accent. The original form of this accent is
found in puman pumsal}.
§ 27. Comparison

of the Greek and Sanskrit Evidence.

r-stems
Greek opposes full grade + root accent + we to zero + suffix
accent + tie. Sanskrit has evidence for full grade and root accent,
the last specially in the nominative. Yatar- is remarkable for its root
accent (if it is reliable) on zero grade: this one form confirms ablaut
*jen'li- *jrJ}i-; the full grade is found in Greek (the accent of EVaTt)e
is not sure, but Ev6.Tt)emay well represent old *iJvaT1]I!)'The reconstructed accent paradigm is presented (and nowhere else so complete) by fh~Tt)f! fht)df!a fht)Tf!6r; and fJvyaTt)f!, and by some Sanskrit
words (sota soM}; etc.). Note also the agreement between svas[- and
/ioeer;. (It does make no difference whether the word contains an
original substantive *sor or not). In u:~t[- the accent indicates full
grade. For usf- the full grade appears in Gr. a/jf!. Of course, we cannot demonstrate both features for each word, but we may be sure
that this is due to our lack of material.
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n-stems
Greek evidence seems to point to the same original situation as
with the r-stems, but it is much less evident. Full grade is predominant with -{tWV (but zero also found); the original situation, parallel
to the r-stems, is only found in k~l,U(Vl' Al/niv. The accent of -({t)wv
was often shifted to the end, always when -({t )wv- was generalized.
In Sanskrit -man- has full grade, but suffix accent, -van- zero
grade with root accent, the last by itself indicating ablaut (and confirmed by ntow). With -an- anything is possible; full grade is rare,
but indicated by root accent on zero grade (vf\~a1J-), while there is
the special case of yuvan-, see above.
Skt. alma tmanaly, preserved the ablaut.
"Ee(J'r/v (feat/V) ae(J'r/v, Av. arsan- shows ablaut and root accent.
)le~v, ura ttra1Ja- points to ablaut and root accent.
The accent of xvwv is confirmed by 8unaly,.
i-stems
The situation with i- and u-stems is much less clear. Greek has
but Sanskrit sakhti. They agree in Dle;, avi-.

-w,

u-stems
Greek seems to have the same accentual opposition as with the
r-stems: root accent with -we; against -eve;. The forms in -ve; have full
grade and root accent, Sanskrit forms have mostly full grade and
both accentuations.
s-stems
The s-stems again are very instructive. The old-compound-adjectives have root accent, the oxytona are recent. The perfect
participle has zero grade and suffix accent in both languages, but
elowe; shows full grade, the root accent being indicated by Goth.
weitwods; that the full grade did not belong to the weak cases
appears from loviol (and Skt. vidu\~-). The animate nouns are oxytone
in Sanskrit, in Greek only the feminines, but EWe; demonstrates
original root accent for them, and also presents full grade. Root
accent and full grade in both languages present the-archaiccomparatives. A precious instance is the accent of puman pumsaly,.
From other categories Skt. napat Sh01VSfull grade and root accent
for *li2nepot. The evidence of panthaly, pathaly, is decisive, since its
inflection is unique (fl1)i'r/c} and lJ11rnan have no ablaut).
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§ 28. Oonclusl:on
There can hardly be any doubt. The evidence of all the stems in
both languages points in the same direction.
There is abundant evidence for full grade of the root and for ablaut,
and the full grade can only have come from the nominative. This is
confirmed by the forms given in the beginning, that show full grade
mostly combined specially with the lengthened grade suffix of the
nominative, against forms with double zero grade. The original full
grade is also indicated by those words that retained its (root) accent,
though the zero grade form was generalized (our rule).
There is abundant evidence for fOot accent, even retained when
zero grade was introduced (our rule). The suffixal accent is predominant in e-forms, which are mostly recent.
Both full grade and root accent are so frequent that it is impossible to assume that they were all introduced into the paradigm
from without. I would like to add that, while in some of the paragraphs in which the evidence was discussed, the conclusion could
not be as firm as in others, the whole seems now so well established
that we may rely with some confidence on the conclusions in these
paragraphs. This, to my mind, is valid specially for our interpretation ofthe Sanskrit nouns in -tar- (§ 22).
The accent shift is retained in a few words: In/-rI]C, {}VyaT17f!, xVOJJJ,
sota etc., puman.
The whole paradigm is preserved in one precious instance: printha!}
patka!}.
As regards the distinction hysterodynamic : protcrodynamic, our
conclusion only modifies it in some respects. We now have the types:
hyst.

*deJi3-t6r
*
-ter-1'fl
*dn3 -tr -as

prot.

*men-ti-s
*men-ti -m
*m'l} -tei-s

vVe now see that both types opposed full and zcro grade of the root
in the paradigm, even in the same cases (on the hysterodynamic
accusative see below). They both shift the accent, but in a different
way. The two types remain in each case distinguished. On the other
hand it is evident that the two paradigms might have become
indistinguishable, when the ablaut and the accent shift were eliminated, as all IE languages tended to do. This elimination may well
have set in, in some cases, in PIE. :For example, the nominative of
aJJ1/C may have been *li2ner in PIE, because there is no trace of full
grade *n2en-, which one might posit (unless it is a root noun).
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A remark may be added on the accusative. Firstly it is not evident
whether it had full or zero grade (though the last would seem to me
more probable than the first). Secondly, there are cases where there
is evidence for three ablaut phases in one paradigm: full, zero and
reduced grade; see Dev. 195f. and compare on the words in -wr; § 10.
I would suggest that the three ablaut grades correspond with the
three accent places, on the root, the suffix and the ending. The least
frequent of the two should go together, i.e. accentuation on the
suffix and the reduced grade; from the accentuation this would
appear to be the accusative (see the next paragraph). In this way,
from b6:rrjl! etc., we would have:

*ienn2-ter
*ienn2-ter-1JI'
*irfn2 -tr -as

Lith. jente
(Lat. ianitrices) 17)

EVaTrjl!,

(yatar- )

The accusative however, requires a separate treatment.
§ 29. Lithuanian

In the foregoing the Balto-Slavic evidence has been left out of
account, because it is much more difficult to evaluate. A few remarks may now be made on Lithuanian, for which I base myself on
Stang, Vgl. Gr. pp. 125-35, 159f., 295-7, 304-7.
In the categories that concern us we have either a fixed root
accent (mote) or a mobile accent of the type piemuo:
sg.

piemuo
piemefis < -enes
piemeniui
piemeni
piemenimi
piemenyje

duo

piemeniu
piemenim
piemeniu
piemeniiit

pI.

piemens < -enes
piemeniJ:
piemenims
piemenis
piemenimis
piemenyse

As far as I can see from Stang this scheme as a whole is unexplained.
Stang holds that the system can be easier explained from a PIE
paradigm with shifting accent, i. e. one where some forms have the
accent on the root, others on the ending. He rejects (p. 132-5)-1
think on good grounds-the theory that the accent on the root was
due to a withdrawal from the suffix, piemeni < *piemeni. But if this
17) On the suppmled Phrygian
appears in a Grook inscription).

tI1V(lTEQa

see Chantraine,

Diet. etym. (it
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is rejected, the root accent must have come from the nominative.
This is no difficulty, but it is discouraging that the nominative itself
must then have lost this accent; this change, *p£emuo > piemuo,
cannot be explained (as little as the root accent of the dative), Stang
p. 307. That indeed the nominative accent must have been changed
from the root to the final syllable seems to mc a settled fact on the
basis of Greek and Sanskrit, but Lithuanian gives no direct evidence
for it. Only the fact that in dual and plural only the nominative and
accusative are root accented seems to me a not unimportant indication that this was the older situation in the singular too.
Stang considers (p. 134, 307) the possibility of explaining the
accusative in another way. He thinks the type fl~T1]e fl1]dea fll)TeOr,
may derive from fl~T1]e *fl~TSea fll]TeOr, by influence of the type naT~e
nadea naTeOr,. This seems to me an unhappy idea, that should be
rejected as unnecessarily complicating. We know that the type
nanlf2 is a recent type, resulting from a levelling. The original type,
from which it was levelled, should then be fl~T1]e *fl~TSeafl1]TeOr,. Now
it seems to me not very probable that a type that is more levelled
down (naT~e) produces one that is only half levelled (fl~T1]e fl1]dea
fl1]TeOr,). In general, this-existing-type
is the most complicated
of all with its accent shifting from root to suffix and ending, and it
is not probable that the most difficult type is the youngest.
Beside a noun with mobile accent there are sometimes forms
showing a fixed root accent: beside vanduo vandeni there is (e.g.)
wanduo, wandenes etc. Stang reconstructs this (p. 159f.) (with Lett.
udens) into *vand6 *und(e)nes. Though I think this is right, I think
we have in this case no special indication that the nominative had
root accent, i. e. the situation is not more clear than in the piemuo
type, from which wanduo might have been levelled.
I think we cannot go farther than the following statement. The
Lithuanian shifting accent is most easily explained from a PIE
shifting accent. Since in the accusative singular root accent is not of
PIE date and since there is no indication that the accent of the
accusative singular came on the root because it was withdrawn
from the suffix, the root accent must come from elsewhere. Since
we know that in PIE only the nominative had full grade of the root,
the root accent can ultimately only have come from the nominative.
This finds some confirmation by the fact that in the dual and plural
only the nominative and accusative have root accent. The words
with fixed root accent (mote) may have it directly from the nominative, but this cannot be demonstrated.
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In this \vay, then, Lithuanian confirms that PIE had in this type
a shifting accent with root accent in the nominative.
Addendum
Ad § 15 IJitU-. Accepting Benveniste's connection (BSL 51,32ff.)
of pitU- with Lith. pietus, wo get a nice confirmation of our predietion, because pietus eontinues a full grade form *peitu- (or *poitu-).
We reconstruct *pdt-eu-s *pit-1j--os. (It should bo remembered that
in principle we did not use this comparative approach in the foregoing. We limited ourselves to a survey of the Greek and Sanskrit
evidence.)
Ad § 16 (and 26). Add bhiyas-, for which bhi~d and bhayastha- point to an inflection *bheiH-os *bhiH-s-os (Kuiper, see references in Mayrhofer, Etym. Wb. II 472).
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